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Some properties of ConvectionSome properties of Convection

IntroductionIntroduction
• Cloud-radiation feedbacks are important influence climate change.

•There are other cloud-radiation feedbacks just as important (MORE) as low cloud
feedbacks.

•These cloud radiation feedbacks more directly affect the planets hydrological cycle

•This study examines such feedbacks in more detail using large domain experiments
performed with a Cloud Resolving Model

 Four conjectures pathways:
•More radiative cooling = more convection (=
precipitation)

•Cloud top radaitive cooling/destablization (e.g
Webser^ Stephens, 1980)

• Cloud cluster - clear radiative heating
differences enhance convection (Gray and
Jacobsen, 1977)

• High cloud radiative heating acts as a sort of
self regulator  through feedbacks on convection
(Stephens et al., 2003)

Feedbacks in Feedbacks in Radiative Radiative Convective equilibriumConvective equilibrium

An ARM TWP result

ARM data and CloudSat data are revealing
important structures of convection, including
related cloud and precipitation structures.

Observed properties of convectionObserved properties of convection

Effects of radiation on convectionEffects of radiation on convection

Model set upModel set up Key ResultsKey Results

• A big domain 36 (vertical) X 4000
(horizontal ) 2D

• 36 (vertical) X 4000 (horizontal ) X 75
(horizontal) 3D

• Horizontal resolution ~ 2.4 km

• Run to equilibrium; radiative cooling =
surface thermal heat flux

Reference materialReference material

♣ Stephens et al., 2008; Radiative-convective feedbacks in idealized states of radiative convective
equilibrium,  to appear in J. Atmos. Sciences.

These important feedbacks involve
atmospheric radiative heating

We observe (both TWP ARM data and
CloudSat) that :

Precipitation and clouds has tri-modal vertical
structure in regions of deep convection

Precipitation is often associated with multiple
layered clouds

Tropical clouds radiatively heat the column
From Posselt et al., 2008;Trimodal cloudiness and tropical stable 
layers in simulations of radiative convective equilibrium, GRL,to appear 

A CRM result that looks similar

A CloudSat result

InterpretationInterpretation

precipitating clouds

non- precip
clouds

Hovmuller of total PW (kg/m2) for the 4 2D experiments.
The lack of coherence in the FIXRAD and NO-OPTICS
underscores the importance of  radiative heating
gradients. These gradients are primarily established by
(IR) heating of high clouds.

Cloud fraction

From Haynes and
Stephens., 2007; Tropical
ocean cloudiness and the
incidence of precipitation:
Early results from CloudSat.
Geophys. Res. Lett., 34, doi:
10.1029/2007GL029335

The radiative heating by high clouds fundamentally controls convection in the
experiments via two important feedbacks:

1)Heating by high cloud establishes the radiative heating gradients between wet
convective areas and dry areas. These heating gradients set up circulations
sustaining the quasi-stationary wet-dry equilibrium.

2)The heating affects convection itself and proivdes a regulation of the amount
of cirrus produced by convection. Without this heating, cirrus grows unabated.

The deep stratiform mode is
just as often mulitlayered -
Stephens, G. L., and N. B.
Wood, 2007:  Properties of
tropical convection observed
by millimeter-radar systems.
Mon. Wea. Rev., 135, 821-842.


